Kenall’s SimpleSeal luminaires are known for their reliability, as well as sealed, certified performance in cleanroom and containment applications. Now lighting designers and engineers can specify high output versions (up to 39,000 lumens delivered) of both the CSEDO and CSEDI. These luminaires are ideal for high-ceilinged (12’ – 30’) applications in manufacturing and food processing.

Features Include:
- Delivered lumens: up to 39,000 lm
- Input power: 192 – 295W
- Efficacy: 98 – 121 lm/W
- Optic choices for perfect fit in a wide variety of spaces
- One-third more power than the leading competitor product
- Significant energy savings over traditional lamp sources
- Operates in -30°C to +40°C (-22°F to +104°F)
- Glare control via diffusing beads distributed evenly throughout lens
- Inset door version is IP65, overlapping door is IP66

Nominal sizes: 2’ x 2’
Installation Type: Universal installation into 1.0” and 1.5” grid or flange (drywall) ceilings
Lamp Type: LED